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and the eastern tribes who fought for him and his father have long since dissipated the loot they got then, and only remember their dead on the grim slopes of Menakha. As for the inhabitants of central Yamen, they are already finding the Sheria or Islamic code a burden, and connect his name with it, for the Imam stipulated, as one of the terms of peace after the rising of 1911, that Yamen should be administered under the Sheria, and not under the Kanun or Ottoman judicial code as heretofore. He was no doubt influenced to make this proviso by the more fanatical tribes who support him in the north and east, and, as spiritual director and descendant of Ali, he probably felt bound to make a firm stand against Turkish laxity on many points of Moslem practice.
Be this as it may, he has now to play a double game, for he poses as an ascetic before the watchful eyes of his tribal entourage^ and yet he must accept the support of Ottoman troops at Khamir. These, in spite of stringent instructions from the central authority at Sanaa, are bound to shock the antiquated tribal notion of Islam at every turn. The mere fact of their wearing trousers of European uniform cut is considered immoral.
When the firman, proclaiming the Imam's sway and alliance with Turkey, was read at Sanaa in September, 1913, the city received the news with great rejoicing ; and Arab hooligans pervaded her streets, discharging fire-arms and shouting that Turkish dominion was over, and that Arab rule was again to flourish.
A wave of spurious patriotism swept over the Ajrab quarter, but I fancy that now even the Zeidi population are beginning to see that they are like Aesop's frogs, who derided King Log and were given King Stork. The Kanun, or legal code of the Turks, is a broad and well-

